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Trinity Software Announces Release of FIRESTORMTM Genealogy
Reporting Enhancement

FORT WORTH, TEXAS, January 31, 2003 - Trinity Software, Inc., a software development and consulting
company with corporate offices in the Dallas-Fort Worth area, announced it just released a new enhancement
to the genealogy reporting system within *FIRESTORMTM - their software business management solution for
the Direct Sales and Network Marketing industry.
With the new enhancement, FIRESTORM™ now provides the ability for companies to design and deploy their
own genealogy reports for web viewing. This gives companies direct control of the information displayed on
web genealogy reports.
Accessed from the FIRESTORMTM Backoffice application, all types of genealogy reports can be configured
using the Web Genealogy Configuration screen. By selecting a report, corporate staff can quickly configure
the type of information that will be included in the report and in what order the information will display.
Companies can also configure which genealogy fields will have sort capability on the web by adding the sort
feature for the selected field. When viewed in a browser, column field headers with sort capability are
highlighted so sales reps will see which columns may be selected for sorting their down-line. Reports are
sorted in ascending order when the rep clicks on the column header. A second click on the same header
sorts the report in descending order.
Wayne Hinkle, Vice President of Sales for Trinity Software, said the enhancement is a continuing result of the
Company’s goal to provide a software solution with complete flexibility for companies with different needs.
“Network Marketing and Direct Sales companies have different genealogy viewing requirements and want a
method to quickly change reports to meet sales force needs”, Wayne said. “The genealogy configuration
option in FIRESTORMTM now gives them total control over the viewing of sensitive company information.
Updates to genealogy reports are immediately available on the web to improve down-line communications
and sales efforts”.

*FIRESTORMTM is a complete software management solution for the direct sates and network marketing
industry. It is designed to streamline and enhance every aspect of a direct sales business and provides a
total software solution for the needs of rapidly growing companies. Visit their web site at www.trinitysoft.net or
contact Trinity Software’s corporate offices at 817-293-6277.
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